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ABSTRACT 
Preconditioned conjugate gradient methods are employed to solve symmetric 
positive definite m-by-m block Toeplitz with n-by-n Toeplitz block systems A,, “x = b 
where A,,, n are generated by en-periodic nonnegative functions with zeros. Serra has 
proposed using band block Toeplitz with band Toeplitz block matrices B,m, “, with 
their external and internal bandwidths independent of m and n as preconditioners. 
Serra showed that if the Hessians of the generating function at the zeros are positive 
definite, then the condition number of B, In A,,, n is uniformly bounded by a constant 
independent of m and n, whereas the condition number of A,,, ,, tends to infinity as 
m and n tend to infinity. In this paper, we provide a method for deriving band 
preconditioners for block-Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block matrices. Numerical examples are 
given to illustrate the performance of the method. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we employ preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) meth- 
ods to solve mn-by-mn linear systems A ,,,,,, x = b, where A ,,,, ,, is of the 
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following form: 
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with 
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A0 A-1 
Al A0 I: ..- A A,-m 
a. 0 J, 
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. . . A -m+l 
A -m+2 
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. . . 
A0 
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J.-n+1 
a. Jo -n+2 
. . . a. 0 J, 
I 
I* (1) 
One calls A, n , a block-Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block (BTTB) matrix. This kind of 
matrix arises in different applications such as signal and image processing; 
numerical partial differential equations, and convolution integral equations, 
see for instance [6, 16, 171. Direct methods that are based on the Levinson- 
type recursion formula are in constant use; see for instance Wiggins and 
Robinson [24], Rissanen [21], Akaike [l], and Kalouptsidis et al. [18]. For 
solving symmetric m-by-m block Toeplitz with n-by-n Toeplitz block linear 
systems, these methods require O(m2n2) operations. 
Recent research on using PCG methods for solving Toeplitz systems has 
received much attention. In 1986, Strang [23] proposed using the PCG 
method with circulant preconditioners for solving n-by-n symmetric positive 
definite Toeplitz systems. The number of operations per iteration is 
O(n log n), as circulant systems can be solved efficiently by using the 
one-dimensional fast Fourier transform. Several successful circulant precon- 
ditioners have been proposed and analyzed; see for instance R. Chan [7], T. 
Chan [12], and Ku and Kuo [19]. In these papers, the Toeplitz matrix A, is 
assumed to be generated by a 2r-periodic function, i.e., the diagonals of A,, 
are given by the Fourier coefficients of the periodic function. It has been 
shown that if the function is positive and in the Wiener class (its Fourier 
coefficients are absolutely summable), then these circulant-preconditioned 
systems converge superlinearly. Besides using the fast Fourier transforms, 
Bini and Di Benedetto [5] used the sine-transform-based preconditioners to 
obtain the same superlinear convergence result. 
As alternatives to circulant preconditioners, band Toeplitz matrices have 
been proposed as preconditioners for Toeplitz systems when the generating 
function is not positive, but only nonnegative with zeros. In this case, most of 
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the circulant preconditioners will fail, whereas the spectra of band-Toeplitz- 
preconditioned matrices are still uniformly bounded by constants indepen- 
dent of the size of the matrices; see R. Chan [8]. The motivation behind using 
band Toeplitz matrices is to approximate the generating function by trigono- 
metric polynomials of fixed degree. The advantage is that trigonometric 
polynomials can be chosen to match the zeros of the generating function, so 
the method still works when the generating function has zeros. We remark 
that the preconditioners based on the sine transform are also successfully 
used in the case of nonnegative functions with zeros; see [3]. 
In this paper, we consider BTTB matrices generated by 2r-periodic 
functions f(x, y) defined in [ - 7~, rr] x [ - r, ~1. Throughout the paper, we 
assume that the functions f are in L,([ - r, ~-1 X [ - 7~, ~1). The entries n, I, 
of A,,, 11 in (1) are given by the Fourier coefficients off, i.e., 
1 v 71 
',.k = - 4rz / ~~ / _nf(~,y)e-~'l*'~~)dzdy, j, k = 0, f 1, f 2,... . 
The function f is called the generating function of A,,,, ,,. We note that if .f is 
real-valued and f< x, y ) = f( 1 x [,I y I), then 
A_j = Aj and uj, _k = a,,,, j,k=O,+ l,f2 ,... . (3) 
It follows that A,,,. are symmetric matrices. 
The main aim of this paper is to construct preconditioners for symmetric 
positive definite B’ITB matrices generated by nonnegative functions with 
zeros. In [22], it was shown that 
lim &,( A,,,) = So and lim L,,,( A,,, n 1 = lf 1 (4) In. n-m Vl,,,+= 
where sf and Zf are the essential infimum and supremum of f respectivelv. 
Consequently, when the nonnegative generating function f vanishes at some 
points in [ - r, 7~1 X [ - n-, 7~1, the condition number K( A,, ,,> of A,,,, n tends 
to infinity as m and n tend to infinity. In [22], Serra proved the following 
general result: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let {A,,,, ,,) and {P,,,. ,,} be two sets of block- 
Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block matrices generated by two nonnegative continuous 
functions f and g respectively (f and g not identically zero). Then the matrices 
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P,-‘,, A , m,n have eigenvalues in the open interval (r, R), where 
inf 
f 
and R = f r= - sup - 
(X,y)E[-_p,nlX[-~,~l g (X,y)E[-_p,nlX[-_p3Tl g 
In particular, Serra used the Hessians of the generating function at the 
zeros to construct band-block-Toeplitz-with-band-Toeplitz-block matrix as 
preconditioners. He proved that if the Hessians are positive definite, then the 
condition number of the preconditioned matrix is uniformly bounded by a 
constant independent of m and n. We remark that the result can also be 
obtained by using the sine-transform-based preconditioners; see [2]. In [22], 
some examples are also given to demonstrate how to construct the band 
preconditioners when the Hessians are not positive definite. 
In this paper, we extend R. Chan’s approach [S] to design band-block- 
Toeplitz-with-band-Toeplitz-block matrices as preconditioners for these B’ITB 
matrices. Trigonometric polynomials are used to match the zeros of the 
generating functions. We will prove that if f is sufficiently smooth around the 
zeros of f, then there exist band-block-Toeplitz-with-band-Toeplitz-block 
matrices B, n whose external and internal bandwidths are independent of m 
and n, such’ that the condition number K( B, ‘, A,,, ,,) is uniformly bounded 
by a constant independent of m and n. Therefore, the number of PCG 
iterations required to attain a given tolerance is also uniformly bounded. 
Besides band preconditioners, the circulant preconditioning techniques 
have also been extended to symmetric BTI’B matrices A,, n; see for instance 
Ku and Kuo [20], T. Chan and Olkin [13], and R. Chan and Jin [9]. They 
constructed the preconditioners with the same block-circulant-with- 
circulant-block structure as A,, n for B’ITB matrices A,,, n. In those papers, 
they proved that if the generating functions of the RTTB matrices are 
positive, then the spectra of the circulant-preconditioned BTTB matrices will 
be clustered around 1 except for O(n + m> outlying eigenvalues. Hence the 
PCG method, when applied to these preconditioned systems, will converge 
sufficiently fast. However, when the generating function has zeros, the 
convergence rate of the PCG method will deteriorate; see the numerical 
results in Section 4. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce band 
preconditioners and study the condition numbers of preconditioned BTTB 
matrices. In Section 3, we discuss the computational cost in solving A,,,, ,,x = 
b by the PCG method using band preconditioners. Finally, numerical results 
are given in Section 4. 
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2. BAND PRECONDITIONERS 
For simplicity, we denote by T,,,,[f] th e m-by-m-block-Toeplitz-with-n- 
by-n-Toeplitz-block matrix generated by f( x, y). We also let ~,[f] be n-by-n 
Toeplitz matrix generated by a function f of one variable. In this case, the 
(j, k )th entry of T,[ f I is gi ven by the (j - kjth Fourier coefficient off, i.e., 
For the BTTB systems A,,,, n x = b considered in this paper, we will assume 
that A,,, n = T,,,, “[f ] for some nonnegative functions f<x, y> with zeros. The 
systems will be solved by using PCG methods. 
Let us first review the construction of band Toephtz preconditioners for 
Toeplitz matrices generated by a function of one variable. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose that x0 is a zero of f(x). We say that x0 is of 
order p if p is the smallest positive integer such that f (B+l)(x) is continuous 
in a neighborhood of x,, and f ( B'(ro) Z 0. 
We note that if f is nonnegative, then f ( p)( x,> > 0 and P must be even; 
see R. Chan [8]. In [ll], Char-r and Ng (or see Chan and Ng [lo]) have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f be a nonnegative piecewise continuous real-valued 
function with zeros attained at {xj),Fxl, and the order of xj be 2vj. Zf we let 
g(x) = J$l [2 - 2cos( r - Xj)] yJ vx E [-7r,?T], (5) 
then there exist constants cl and c2 > 0 such that K(T,,[ g]-‘T,,[f I> Q c2/cI 
for all n > 0. 
We note that the Toe 
2 
litz matrix T,[ g] is a band Toeplitz matrix of 
bandwidth equal to 1 + 2Cj, i vj. The diagonals of T,[ g ] can be obtained by 
expanding the product in (5). In the following, we will extend this approach 
by finding some suitable trigonometric polynomials to construct band-block- 
Toeplitz-with-band-Toeplitz-block matrices as preconditioners for BTTB ma- 
trices. 
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2.1. Separable Generating Functions 
One special case of BITB matrices is that f(x, y) is separable, i.e., 
fb Y> =flwfi(Y> (6) 
or 
f(X> Y) =f1(x) +fi(Y)- PI 
Note that the separability of f(x, y) implies the separability of BTTB 
matrices. It follows from (2) that if the generating functions are of the forms 
(6) and (71, then the corresponding BTTB matrices are given by 
L[fl = L[flfil = Tn[fll @ Tl[fil (8) 
and 
L,n[fl = L,“[fl +f21 = L[fll @ L + L @ Uf21 (9) 
respectively. Here @ is the Kronecker tensor product. Band preconditioners 
for these separable BlTB matrices can be easily constructed by using 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that f( x, y ) is a nonnegative piecewise continu- 
ous real-valued function in the form of (6), the zeros off are attained at 
{Cxj, Yj)\‘= 1, and the orders of x. in the x-direction and yj in the y-direction 
are 2 1; and 2~~ respectively. Zj!we let 
gl( ‘) = Ifi1 [2 - 2cos( LX - "j>] “’ vx E [-7r7r] (10) 
and 
gZ( Y> = ]fil [2- 2cos( Y - Yj)] cLi vy E [-,v-J, (11) 
then there exist constants c1 and c2 > 0 such that ~(T,,~[g~g~]-~T~[f]) < 
c2/cI for all m, n > 0. 
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Proof. We just note from (8) that 
Using Theorem 1 and 
where A(.) denotes the eigenvalue of the matrix, the result follows. ??
In [S, Corollary 51, it was proved that the smallest eigenvalues of ?‘,,,]f, I 
and T,,[f,l are of O(m”) and O(V “1 respectively, where 
v = max { Vj} and 
j 
p = max { j.+} . 
j 
Since the largest eigenvalues of T,,,[f, ] and T,,[f2] are bounded by the 
maximum value of f, the condition number of the BTTB matrices T,,,[f,] @ 
T,,[f2] is O(m”nP). However, the condition number of the preconditioned 
system is still O(1). 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that f< x, y) 8s n nonnegative piecewise co&inn- 
ous real-valued function in the form of (7), the zeros off are attained at 
ICxj, YjNJc 1, and the orders of x. in the x-direction and y, in the y-direction 
are 2 vj and 2~~ respectively. T /l en there exist constunts c5 and c6 > 0 .sucA 
that K(T,,,,,,[~, + g2]-1Tn[f]> < c5/c6 jb- all m, n > 0, where g, and gz 
are given by (10) and (11) respectively. 
Proof. Let z be an mn-vector with llz]lr = I. With the above assump- 
tion, the Toeplitz matrices T,,[f,], T?,[f,], T,,,[ g,], and T,,[ g,] are all positive 
definite, see R. Chan [S], i.e., 
z* (Tn[f, I @ Lb > 0, z* (I,,, 8 T,[fz])z > 0, 
z*(T,[g,] @ ZJz > 0. arid z*(Z,,, @ T,,[g,])z > 0. 
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By Theorem 2, there exist positive constants cl, cp, c3 and cq such that 
‘1 G hmin(Tm[g,llTm[_f~l) G hmax(T7n~g~l~‘Tm[_f~l) G c2T Cl21 
and 
c3 G nmin(Tn[g21~‘Tn[_f21) G Amax(Tn[g21-1Tn[.f21) Q ‘4. (I31 
We employ the following inequality: 
a1 ff3 
min -,- < 
i 1 ff2 04 a1 + a3 a2 + ff4 ffl ff3 Gmax -,- , i 1 for a2 a4 Q1, ff2, (Y3, ff4 ’ 0. 
(14) 
Using (12), (13), and (14), we obtain 
z*CJ.L +f2lz 
z*LJgl + g2lz 
z*(L[fJ @ &Jz + z*(L @ uf21)~ 
= z*(qJgJ @ I& + z*(zm @ Ug2l)z 
1 ~*(TJJ Q L)z z*(L @ Tu2l)z G max z*(Tn[gll @ L)z’ z*(L 8 T,[gzl>z 1 
< max(c,, c4}. 
The inequality for the minimum can be proved likewise. Hence the result 
follows. ??
As an example, consider the generating function 
f( x, y) = (2 + y4)(1 + x2y2), -T<X,y<lT. 
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Using the inequality (14) and Theorem 3, we can check that there exist 
positive constants ci and c2 such that 
lim sup 
(x” + y4)(1 + “*y*) 
(x.y)+@,O) (2 - 2cos x) + (2 - 2cos y)” 
< lim sup 
(x2 + y”)(l + 7r4) 
(1, y)‘(o,o) (2 - 2cos x) + (2 - 2cos y) 
2 G cz 
and 
lim inf 
(x” + y4)(1 + x2y2) 
(x. y)-‘(O,O) (2 - 2 cos Lx) + (2 - 2cos y)’ 
x2 + y4 
> lim inf 
(x,y)+(O,O) (2 - 2cos x) + (2 - 2cos y) 
* >c,. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that the condition number of the preconditioned 
matrix is uniformly bounded by a constant independent of n and m. 
2.2. Nonseparable Generating Functions 
In the following, we consider nonseparable generating functions. We first 
generalize the definition of the order of zeros for function of two variables. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Suppose that (x,, yO) is a zero of f(x, y). We define 
the following function Fcx,, y,j(~) by 
F( x,,,y,,)(r) =& + r(x - X”)p Yo + ‘(Y - YO)) V(x, Y) # (II,> YO). 
We say that (x,, y,,) is of order /3 if P is the smallest positive integer such 
that F{ p+yln))(~) is continuous in a neighborhood of ( x0, yo) and F~x~,)l/,,,(0) # 0 
for all i”;, y) # (x0, yJ. 
By Taylor’s theorem and the definition of F(,,,, y,,j, we have 
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where 5 is between 0 and r. By the chain rule, we also get 
Jf( x(l + T( x - &.I)~ Yo + T( Y - Yd 
ad ayk 
j+k=P 
x(x - d( Y - Yolk. (15) 
Moreover, we note from (15) that 
lim 
F~:,+y:~( 5 > 
(16) 
(x, y)+(xo, yo) 
[ J( x - XJ + ( y - yO)Z] p = O. 
Now, if f has a zero at (x0, yO) with order p, then 
f( x, Y) = F(zo, yo) (l) = j$F::i,,,(0) + ( p : I) 1 F:;,+k;( 5), (17) 
in the neighborhood of (x,, y,,). It is easy to check from (15) and (17) that if 
(@) f(x, y> is nonnegative, then F ,,, YOj (0) > 0 for all (x, y) # (x,, yO) and p 
must be even. 
In the theorem below, suitable trigonometric polynomials of fixed degree 
are derived to match the zeros of the generating functions, and hence band 
Toeplitz block with block band Toeplitz matrices as preconditioners are 
constructed directly. We remark that the theorem below extends the result of 
Theorem 3.1 in [22]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that f( x, y) b e a nonnegative piecewise continu- 
ous real-valued function with zeros attained at {( xj, yj)\!= 1 and the order of 
(xi, yj> be 2uj. If we let 
g(x,y) =jfiI[4-2~os(r-xj) -220s(y-y~)]‘~ 
v(x, y) E [-CT] x [-TT], (18) 
then there exist constants c1 and c2 > 0 such that K(T,,,, “[ gl-’ T,,,, ,,[f 1) Q 
cl/cl for all m, n > 0. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we can confine ourselves to the case 
that f has only one zero at (x1, y , ) with order 2v,, i.e., j = 1. We note that 
g is nonnegative and has only one zero at (x, , yl) with order 2 vl. Define 
G (q.&) =&I + 7(x -x1), Yl + T(Y - Y,)) 
V(x, Y) # (x1, YI). 
and we obtain 
G&;,,,(O) = (2v,)!( x - x1)*” + (2v,)!( y - y,)‘“’ > 0 
Let us consider 
and for simplicity we let 
v = [x -x1, y - YJ. 
By (15), we have 
1 1 
J(x, Y) = 
(2V,)! ( F’?;,,(O) + (2V, + 1)! F;:,?;:)( 5) 
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where 5 and x are between 0 and T. It follows from (16) that 
By using the same arguments, we also deduce that 
Clearly J(x, y) is positive for all (x, y) # (xi, yi). Hence there exist con- 
stants ci, c2 > 0 such that ci <1(x, y) < cs. Using 
for any mn-vector u (see [221>, we then have 
Cl =G 
u*L,“[f lu 
u*Tm,,[g]u G c2 vu E‘smn* 
Therefore, K(T,, “[ g]-lT,, ,,[f ]> < c2/c1, which is independent of m and n. 
??
We remark that Serra [22] has considered solving BTIB systems by the 
PCG method. Serra used the positive definite Hessian matrices of the 
generating functions at the zeros to design band-block-Toeplitz-with-band- 
Toeplitz-block matrices as preconditioners. Here we see that when f(x, y) is 
nonnegative and it has order 2 at ( rO, y,), F$“’ ,,(O> > 0 if and only if the 
Hessian matrix of f(x, y) at (x,, y,,) is positive “definite. 
As an example, consider the generating function given in [22] 
f(X? Y) = e .+y[( x - 1)” + ( y - q2] + (x - l)( y - l), 
o<x,y<7r. (19) 
It is easy to check that 
F>;),,(O) = vTHv, 
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where v = [X - x0, y - yolT and H is the Hessian matrix off at (I, I) given 
bY 
2e2 1 
[ I 1 2e2 ’ 
Thus, F>:),,(O) > 0 if and only if H is positive definite. 
3. COMPUTATIONAL COST 
We now consider the cost of solving BTTB systems A,,,, ,,x = b by using 
the PCG method with a band-block-Toeplitz-with-band-Toeplitz-block matrix 
as preconditioner. For a discussion of the PCG method, see Golub and Van 
Loan [lS]. It is known that the cost per iteration in the PCG method is about 
5mn operations plus the cost of computing A,,,, “u and T,,,, “[ g]-‘v for some 
vectors u and v. The matrix-vector multiplication A,,,u can be done by 
two-dimensional fast Fourier transforms by first embedding A,,. into a 
2m-by-2m block-circulant with 2n-by-2n circulant-block matrix; see R. Chan 
and Jin [9]. The cost is O(mn log mn) operations. 
Next we discuss the cost of solving I’,, “[ glv = u in each PCG iteration. 
3.1. Separable Case: T,, “[ g, g2] 
We note from Theorem 2 that our preconditioner is of the form 
L,nbx21 = Tnkll @ T”k21. 
Here the diagonals of T,[gi] and T,[g2] can be obtained by expanding the 
product in (10) and (11) respectively. Notice that T,[ gi] and T,[ g,] are 
Toeplitz matrices of bandwidths equal to 2 v + 1 and 2~ + 1, respectively, 
where 
u=iyi and p=ipj. 
j=l j= 1 
(201 
We recall that 2uj and 2~~ are the orders of the zeros in the x-direction and 
y-direction respectively. Since the preconditioner is separable, the solution is 
given by v = T,[gi]-’ 8 T,[g2]-i u, and therefore it can be found by using 
any band solver (see Golub and Van Loan [15]) and band Toephtz solver (see 
Dickinson [14]). The cost of computing the solution is O(mn> operations, as 
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the bandwidths of T,,,[ .gl] and T,[g2] are both independent of m and n. 
Hence, in this case, the cost per iteration is O(mn log mn) operations. The 
number of iterations required for convergence depends on the condition 
number of the preconditioned matrix. From Theorem 2, the condition 
number of T,,.[glg,l-‘T,,.[fl . 1s uniformly bounded, and hence the num- 
ber of iterations required to attain a given tolerance E is also uniformly 
bounded by 
It follows that the overall work required to solve the preconditioned system, 
for the given tolerance is O(mn log mn) operations. 
3.2. Separable Case: T,,_[g, + g2] 
For the preconditioner T,, .[ g, + gz] used in Theorem 3, the solution of 
the linear system 
L,,kl + &IV = Rnkll @ I” + L + T,M)v = u (21) 
has to be computed in each PCG iteration. Since T,,[ gl] and T,[ gz] are both 
band Toeplitz matrices, T,, ,J g, + gz] is a band-block-Toeplitz-with-band- 
Toeplitz-block matrix whose external and internal bandwidths are v and /_L 
given in (20). It has been shown in [4, 221 that 
where S, n is a matrix that can be diagonalized by two-dimensional discrete- 
sine-transform matrices, HAnn is a block Hankel matrix, and HA2!, is a 
Hankel block matrix. We note that only the first and the last v - I block 
entries of the first block row and the last block column, respectively, of H,$),, 
are nonzero. Furthermore, for each Hankel block of HA2!,, only the first and 
the last /.L - 1 entries of the first row and the last colu’mn, respectively are 
nonzero. Therefore, both HL’!, and Hz’, are sparse matrices of rank 
2n(v-1) and 2m(p-1) ’ respectively. Then the solution of the linear 
system (21) can be computed by using the two-dimensional fast sine trans- 
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forms and the inversion of a matrix; see [B]. It follows that the cost of solving 
(21) is O( mn o mn + (pm + ~n)~). Again the condition number of the 1 g 
preconditioned matrix is uniformly bounded. Thus, the overall work required 
to solve the preconditioned system 
for the given tolerance is of O(mn log mn + (pm + ~n)~) operations. As 
alternatives to using two-dimensional fast sine transforms, two-dimensional 
fast Fourier transforms can also be used in solving the linear system (21) by 
expressing 
T,,“[& + &I = Gn,n + &?2,,,~ 
where C, n is a matrix that can be diagonalized by two-dimensional FFTs 
and K, n is a matrix with rank O(n + m) depending on the external and 
internal ‘bandwidths of the preconditioner. We would like to remark that the 
cost of solving (21) is still of O(mn log mn + ( pm + vnJ3). 
3.3. Nonseparable Case 
For nonseparable generating functions, band block Toeplitz with band 
Toeplitz block preconditioners are generated by g(x, y) given in (18). To 
compute the diagonals of T,, ,,[ g], we note that 
= fJ [(l - ei(r-x,))(I - e-i(r-xJ) + (I _ ei(*-yi))(I _ ei(x-y,))]YJ 
= I6 [(l - zleeixj )(l - Z[ie”I) + (1 - zee-‘y~)(l - Z~le’y~)]VJ 
= f i: gjtipzj~z~, 
(22) 
j,= -_y j,= -_y 
where zl = e”, z2 = eiY, and u = Xj+vj. Thus the diagonals gjjl can be 
obtained by expanding the product in (22). Notice that T&g] is a band- 
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block-Toeplitz-with-band-Toeplitz-block matrix with external and internal 
bandwidths both equal to 2 Y + 1. It follows that the solution of the linear 
system T,, ,,I g Iv = u can be computed by using the two-dimensional fast sine 
transforms and the inversion of a matrix of size O( v(m + n)), and hence the 
cost of solving the system is O(mn log mn + [ v(m + n>13). Using Theorem 
4, we recall that the condition number of the preconditioned matrix is 
uniformly bounded. Hence, in this case, the overall work required to solve 
the preconditioned system 
Tn,,k-‘Tm,n[flx = L,.k-lb 
for the given tolerance is O(mn log mn + [ v(m + n)13> operations. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section, we compare the convergence rate of our band precondi- 
tioners with the block-circulant-circulant-block (BCCB) preconditioners 
where the block circulants and circulant blocks are taken in T. Chan’s [12], 
Strang’s [23], and R. Chan’s 171 circulant approximations. These BCCB 
preconditioners have been considered in 113, 9, 201 respectively. 
We test their performance on five generating functions defined on 
[-rr,7r]: 
(i) f(x, y) = x2y4; 
(ii) f(x, y) = (x2 + y4); 
(iii) f(x, y) = 1 - ,-('"+Y"); 
(iv) f(x, y) = 1 - 0.24~0s x - 0.08~0~2~ - (2~0s yxO.12 + 
0.08 cos x + 0.04 cos 2 x) - (2 cos 2 yXO.04 + 0.04 cos x + 0.02 cos 2 r); 
(v> f(x, y) = (x2 + y2E 
(vi) j-(x, y) = x4 + y4; 
(vii) f(x, y) = (x2 + y4X1 + x2>; 
All generating functions tested are nonnegative with zero at (0,O). We 
note for the separable generating functions (i) and (ii) that the orders of the 
zero in the x-direction and y-direction are 2 and 4 respectively. The orders 
of zeros for the generating functions (iii)-(iv) and (v)-(vi) are 2 and 4 
respectively. Moreover, the generating function (iv) arises from the two-di- 
mensional mask in the discretization of a constant-coefficient elliptic partial 
differential equation; see Ku and Kuo [20]. We remark that the zero of the 
generating function in (vii) does not satisfy the assumptions in Theorems 2, 3, 
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and 4. The matrices A, n , are formed by evaluating the Fourier coefficients 
of the generating functions. 
We note that when f(~, y) = 1 - e-(xL+YZ), its Fourier coefficients 
cannot be evaluated exactly. In this case, we approximate them by 
1 T7r 
a. - 
J,k = 4n2 -= / / 
f( x, y)e-i(jx+ky)dxdy 
-= 
1 zn-12m-1 sT z- c cf( --7T e~i[j(r?r/n-pi)+k(t~/nn)l 
4mn s=a t=o n 
j,k=0,+1,+2 ,..., 
where the last expression is evaluated by using the fast Fourier transform. 
In our tests, we used the vector of all ones as the right-hand-side vector 
and the zero vector as the initial guess. The stopping criterion is Ilrql12/llr,ll12 
< 10P7, where r4 is the residual vector after 4 iterations. All computations 
are done by Matlab. Tables l-7 show the numbers of iterations required for 
convergence with different choices of preconditioners. In the tables, I 
denotes that no preconditioner is used, C is T. Chan’s BCCB preconditioner, 
K is Ku and Kuo’s BCCB preconditioner, S is Strang’s BCCB precondi- 
tioner, and B, is our separable band preconditioner discussed in Section 2.1. 
Moreover, B, is our nonseparable band preconditioner discussed in Section 
2.2. Furthermore, in Table 3, E is Serra’s proposed band preconditioner in 
[22] for the linear system arising from the two-dimensional mask in the 
discretization of a partial differential equation. We note that our precondi- 
tioned systems converge at a rate that is independent of the sizes of the 
matrices. However, for the nonpreconditioned and BCCB-preconditioned 
systems, the numbers of iterations required for convergence grow as the sizes 
of the matrices increase. Hence our method improves on BCCB preconcl- 
tioning. In those cases, the convergence rates of those BCCB preconditioned 
TABLE 1 
NUMBEROF~TERATIOM ~0Rf(~,y) =xzy4 
m=n 1 C S R 4 
8 45 21 23 26 16 
16 689 122 80 105 28 
32 9656 508 223 502 35 
64 >20000 2533 1708 2213 42 
128 > 20000 12658 7928 9578 48 
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TABLE 2 
NUMBEROF~TERATIONSFOR~(T,~) = (x2 + y4) 
m=n I c S R R, 
8 19 14 15 16 11 
16 96 28 22 35 16 
32 166 56 35 54 19 
64 641 104 67 98 21 
128 2305 223 102 201 23 
TABLE 3 
NUMBEROF ITERATIONS FOR~(X, y) = 1 - e-(x"+Y2) 
m=n I c S R 62 
8 6 6 5 6 10 
16 11 8 10 9 16 
32 20 12 12 12 19 
64 39 17 16 15 19 
128 77 25 33 23 19 
TABLE 4 
NUMBER OFITERATIONS FOR~(T,~) = 1 - 0.24~0s x - 0.08~0~2~ - (2~0s y> 
(0.12 + 0.08~0s r + 0.04~0~2~) - (2cos2y)(O.O4 + 0.04~0s x + 0.02~0~2~) 
m=n I C S E RI% 
8 9 7 12 12 9 
16 15 10 16 14 13 
32 28 14 22 17 14 
64 55 20 27 17 14 
128 108 28 42 18 14 
TABLE 5 
NUMBEROF~TERATIONS FOR~(X,Y)= (x2 + y2)2 
m=n I C s R R, 
8 11 10 12 15 10 
16 59 26 25 28 17 
32 280 64 59 73 21 
64 1207 169 187 433 23 
128 5029 535 780 536 24 
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TABLE 6 
NUMBEROF~TERATIONSFOR~(X,~)= x4 + y4 
m=n I c s R R, Rrl 
8 10 10 11 11 16 10 
16 51 27 23 25 20 20 
32 236 63 52 65 21 26 
64 1011 175 159 456 23 30 
128 4562 1011 960 1334 25 32 
TABLE 7 
NUMBEROF~TERATIONS FOR~(X,Y) = (x" + y*xl +x2) 
m=n I C S R R, 
8 24 17 16 18 18 
16 152 35 31 37 42 
32 741 71 62 117 54 
64 2641 150 142 296 65 
128 9305 324 278 401 72 
matrices are dependent on the sizes of m and n. In our case, the condition 
number of our preconditioned BTI’B matrices is uniformly bounded by a 
constant independent of m and n (cf. Theorems 1, 3, 4, and 5). For (vii), we 
use the separable band matrix T,,, n [x2 + y”] as the preconditioner. Using the 
argument discussed in Section 2.1, the condition number of the precondi- 
tioned matrix is still uniformly bounded. 
As for the comparison of times in conjugate gradient iterations, Tables 8 
and 9 show the number of kiloflops (counted by Matlab) tested in Tables 5 
and 6 respectively. We see from the tables that the number of kiloflops used 
for our preconditioned systems is less than for nonpreconditioned systems 
and circulant-preconditioned systems, especially when n is large. Since the 
order of zeros for generating functions (iii) and (iv) is 2, the cost of 
computing the matrix-vector products B, -lv is about the same as that of 
inversion of BCCB matrices by using two-dimensional FFTs. Moreover, the 
cost per iteration of the BCCB-preconditioned conjugate gradient method is 
roughly 1.25 times that required by the method without using precondition- 
ers; see Chan and Ng [ll]. Hence, in these cases, the cost of solving BTIB 
systems using the band preconditioner is less than that without using precon- 
ditioner and using BCCB preconditioners. 
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TABLE 8 
NUMBEROFKILOFLOPSREQUIREDFORCONVERGENCE INTABLE~ 
m=n I c S R R, 
8 274.2 277.1 332.2 416.8 342.3 
16 6567.1 3536.8 3400.8 3808.9 3077.4 
32 1.4 x 105 3.9 x 104 3.6 x lo4 4.4 x 104 2.1 x 104 
64 2.7 x lo6 4.6 x lo5 5.0 x 10s 6.3 x 10’ 8.4 x 104 
128 4.9 x 107 6.4 x lo6 9.3 x 10s 6.5 x lo6 9.5 x 10s 
TABLE 9 
NUMBEROFKILOFLOPSREQUIRED FORCONVERGENCE INTABLE~ 
m=n I c S R R, R, 
8 249.3 277.1 304.5 305.7 547.7 342.3 
16 5676.6 3672.8 3128.7 3400.8 3620.5 3620.5 
32 1.2 x lo5 3.8 x lo4 3.2 x lo4 3.9 x lo4 2.1 x lo4 2.6 x lo4 
64 2.3 X lo6 4.3 X 10’ 4.3 X 10’ 6.6 x lo5 8.4 x lo4 1.1 x lo5 
128 4.4 x 107 1.2 x lo7 1.1 x lo7 2.5 x 10’ 9.9 x lo5 1.3 x 10’ 
We would like to thank the referees for their valuable comments and 
suggestions. 
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